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4ontemporary Chinese composer living in Canada named Anlun Huang, is an 
interdisciplinary creative and outstanding composer. His works form widely, 
numerous, including symphonies, solo instrumental music, opera, ballet, film, choral, 
vocal music, chamber music, Broadway musicals and so on. From Huang Anlun's 
many of the works can be seen, Its creation is with beautiful melody as the main basis, 
supplemented by skilled harmonic, orchestral law and clever counterpoint, coupled 
with strong color elements of traditional Chinese folk music, it is the biggest 
characteristic of the works ofAnlun Huang. In 1992 Anlun Huang ballet “Dunhuang 
dream” was chosen as the “Twentieth Century Chinese classical music”. 
This paper is divided into three chapters, The first chapter focuses on the creative 
motivation of Anlun Huang’s “Dunhuang Dream” works, the background to 
understand; and from the writing style and philosophy summarized composers;The 
second chapter, through original song adapted into electone works, Thus to analysis 
motivation for the development, architecture, material selectionof music. Closer to the 
original intent and thus more complete works. The third chapter combined with 
electone touch key function, works on the performance analysis. 
I hope this research can contribute to the analysis for the electone development 
of China's meager work force. 
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